Life, What We Know & What We Do Not Know:
An Exploratory Group
We have formed a group to explore what we currently know and what we don't know about life.
The group communicates via e-mail (at least for now) and shares recommendations for readings,
viewing and other means of exploring subjects such as:
Here are some examples of what our group is currently reviewing and recommending for sharing:
Cosmology, Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Oceanography, Religion, Globalization, Medical
Advances, Philosophy, and ???
Books ~ The Particle at the End of the Universe: How the hunt for the Higgs Bosom
leads us to the edge of a new world." By Sean Carroll
~ Why Does the World Exist? by Jim Holt
~ Physics of the Future by Michio Kaku
~ The Rational Optimist by Matt Ridley
~ The God Part of the Brain by Mathew Alper
Great Course Lectures on DVD ~ Cosmology: The History & Nature of Our Universe by Professor Mark Whittle
~ Science Wars: What Scientists Know by Professor Steven Goldman
~ Biology, The Science of Life by Professor Stephen Nowicki
~ The Inexplicable Universe: Unsolved Mysteries by Neil deGrasse Tyson
Available on the Internet ~ The Science Channel's Through the Worm Hole series narrated by
Morgan Freeman now available free on YouTube.

In the two seasons (18 episodes) just about every subject relating to our inquiries
are covered (from "Is There a Creator?" to "How Does the Universe Work?") in
the most current scientific and media pleasing manner. For example the "Riddle
of the Black Holes" reveals some startling theories that have just come into play.
~ www.thegatesnotes.com/ Book review by Bill Gates on multi-subjects
If you are interested, contact me at the below e-mail address and I will connect those interested
through their e-mail addresses. My contact addresses are:
C L-Cronkhite@wiu.edu.
www.clcconsultants,com
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